Call for 2020 Mobility Programs

Here are the deadlines:

Countdown to apply to the 2020/2021 CMU Portugal Dual Degree PhD Programs

Entrance is free and no registration is needed.

A seminar powered by Centered Design" at Instituto Superior Técnico on December 18th at 17h.

London

Jodi Forlizi (University College

Superior Técnico

IST Distinguished Lecture "Beyond User Centered Design" - December 18th, Instituto Superior Técnico launched under the CMU Portugal Program with the support from Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia (FCT).

open until January 12th, 2020

CMU Portugal 2020 Mobility Programs: Calls for Visiting Faculty & Researchers and Visiting Students Programs

IEEE CCNC 2020.

"MOTH - Mobility-induced Outages in THz: A Beyond 5G (B5G) application"

"Reliable THz Communications for Outdoor based Applications- Use Cases and Methods"